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Abstract: Today, in various aspects of molecular biology, sequence alignment has become an essential tool to
study the structure-function relationships of proteins. With the impressive increase of the number of available
sequences, alignments provide a substantial piece of information by way of various computational methods. These
approaches have generally become a crucial tool to put forward working hypotheses for time-consuming bench
work, as protein engineering and site directed mutagenesis. However alignment methods remain hugely perfectible.
All methods are dramatically limited in the twilight zone, taking place around 25% of identity between pairs of
sequences. More worrying is the very high rate of false positive results generated by most algorithms, depending of
empirical parameters, and hard to validate by statistical criteria.

After reviewing the main methods, this paper draws user’s attention to the fact that algorithm performance
evaluations are entirely limited to alignment power (sensibility) evaluation. In reference to a given truth defined
from alignment of know structures, the power is defined as the proportion of truth restored in the solution. The
power may be overestimated by a lack of independent sets of poorly related sequences and its value depends
entirely on the criterion used to define the truth. On the other hand, confidence (selectivity) represents the
proportion of the solution that is true. Depending on the method and the parameters used, confidence may be much
lower than power, and is usually never evaluated. For non-trivial alignments, when the power is high, confidence is
low, which means that correctly aligned positions are embedded in large regions unduly aligned.

One possible solution to these problems is to use consensus of several multiple alignment methods, which will
increase the confidence of the results. The addition of external information, such as the prediction of the secondary
structure and/or the prediction of solvent accessibility is also an other way that should increase the performance of
existing multiple alignment methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

A sequence alignment program is a central tool for the
analysis of protein sequences. When sequences are compared,
the similarities and differences at the level of individual
amino acids are examined with the goal to infer structural
[1], functional and evolutionary relationships [2,3]. Multiple
alignments are employed routinely to assign function
prediction, to detect distant homologies and to highlight the
strongly conserved residues [4] which can be implied in
catalysis, structure stability, interactions with ligands [5].
Multiple alignments also allow more accurate structural
predictions for the building of topological models, fold
recognition and homology modeling [6].

Current methods of multiple sequence alignments suffer
from inherent limitations, and are therefore perfectible. One
of the most crucial problems is the choice of several arbitrary
parameters such as the score matrix and gap penalty [7], that
obviously affect the performance of a given algorithm.
Indeed, these two parameters can not have the same value in
the different parts of the sequence. For example, the
replacement of a hydrophobic residue by a hydrophilic one
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will not have the same effect on structure stability if it
occurs in a surface accessible loop or into a buried β-sheet
[8]. Also, the introduction of an insertion in these two
different environments will not have the same effect on the
structure.

There is an urgent need of approaches for the evaluation
of the multiple alignments [9]. In this review, we summarize
the different available methods, and we propose a general
methodology to quantify the quality of multiple alignments.

2. THE SCORING MATRIX: AN ESSENTIAL SET
OF PARAMETERS

This section presents the concepts of scoring matrices.
We focus on two most popular matrices (PAM and
BLOSUM). A scoring matrix evaluates the similarity
between amino acids to align. A score is given for each pair
of possible amino acids, i.e. 210 scores for the 20 residues.
Scoring matrices are quantifying the "cost" of residues
substitution in a sequence alignment. There are different
kinds of scoring matrices, based on different criteria [10,11,
12,13,14]. For example, some matrices are based on the
physicochemical characteristics of the residues. Some others
are based on the abundance of the residues in the different
environments of the three-dimensional structures of proteins.
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The most popular matrices are based on evolutionary
considerations.

PAM and BLOSUM matrices are elaborated with a
different approach. The choice of the scoring matrix may
largely affect the results of the alignment, especially if the
set of sequences includes sequences with low similarity. It is
therefore better to establish a strategy in which multiple
alignment programs are run, and results assessed, using a
range of different matrices: by comparing results obtained by
running the same program using different scoring matrices,
one can study the stability of aligned blocks. When one block
is always aligned whenever the scoring matrix is changed,
this block is stable and therefore we can have a high
confidence in this aligned block. A similar approach has
been developed in SOAP [15] using different gap penalties.

2.1. Dayhoff Mutation Data Matrix

In 1978, Dayhoff et al. started to construct their first
matrices PAM, an acronym for Point Accepted Mutation
[10,16]. Their approach was based on alignments between
very similar proteins, allowing for the evolutionary
relationships at the amino acid level. One PAM unit can be
regarded as evolutionary distance representing the probability
of substituting amino acid a with b during a period in which
one point mutation was accepted per 100 residues.

PAM matrices for longer times was obtained by
repeatedly multiplying the original matrix by itself n times.
The most widely used matrix is PAM250, which highlights
similarity scores equivalent between sequences sharing 20%
identities (corresponding to the twilight zone [17,18]).

Since 1992, a new PAM 250 matrix was recommended
by Gonnet, Cohen and Benner [19].

2.2. BLOSUM Matrices

The BLOSUM (BLOcks SUbstitution Matrix) matrices
have been one of the mainstay of sequence comparison
methods. Henikoff and Henikoff described how was built
these matrices using a different strategy for estimating target
frequencies [11,20,21]. For its calculation, "blocks" are first
constructed. These blocks are a set of aligned, ungapped
sequences that have high confidence, because the sequences
are very similar. These blocks are stored in the BLOCKS
database. Henikoff then built a whole set of substitution
matrices from this database. The first stage of the
construction of the BLOSUM matrix was to eliminate the
sequences by clustering sequence segments on the basis of
minimum percentage of identity between the two most
distant sequences. The second stage was to count the number
of pairs of amino acids in each column of the blocks. The
average contribution at each residue position was then
calculated. In the last step, the log odd ratio was calculated.
Different matrices emerged by setting different clustering
percentages. Thus, for example, sequences clustered at greater
or equal than 62% identity are used to generate the
BLOSUM62. This matrix is frequently used for pairwise
alignment and data searching. According to Pearson [22],

BLOSUM62 is standard for ungapped matching, and
BLOSUM50 could be perhaps better for alignment with
gaps.

2.3. Matrices Specificity

Everybody would use the same matrix from a long time if
a given one was a panacea. After testing 134 matrices to
align a set of 78 family of known structures, results
indicated that, each of them may be the most adapted to a
given situation, but the best one is not predictable a priori
[23]. We related by a factor analysis the score obtained by
each matrix and the type of micro-environments coded in
terms of secondary structure and solvent accessibility
(exposed/buried). A clear gradient of specificity has been
revealed, the PAM family being more efficient for exposed
helices and BLOSUM family for the buried strands,
generalist matrices being intermediary [24]. User is therefore
concerned by the choice of the matrix, even if he is
predisposed to keep the default matrix in case of divergence
between results obtained with different matrices (see Fig. 1),
validation by other criteria should be stressed.

3. PAIRWISE ALIGNMENT

The pairwise alignment method can be divided into two
categories [25], reflecting different perspectives. The first
category considers the similarity across the full extent of the
sequences, and will perform a "global alignment" [26,27];
the second focuses only on the regions where the similarity
is present in some regions of the sequences, and will provide
a "local alignment" [28,29]. These two types of alignments
approaches will give different information. For example, the
global alignments are interesting for evolutionary
comparisons and local alignment are more useful for
structural predictions, or comparison of sequences that share
similarity only in a part of the sequence. Pairwise alignment
generates high number of false positive but remains an
essential and powerful tool for database searching mainly.
Moreover, all methods that carry out comparison of
sequences against a database, are essentially extensions of the
concept of pairwise alignment algorithms.

3.1. The Dynamic Programming Algorithms

One of the basic principle for finding optimal alignment
for a pair of sequences is called the dynamic programming
[30]. Dynamic programming algorithms are central in the
field of computational sequence analysis. This kind of
algorithm performs an alignment in two main steps [30]. In
the first one, each amino acid of the first sequence is
compared with each amino acid of the second sequence. All
comparison results are marked and stored in a n x m matrix
(sometimes called dot plot matrix), n and m being the size
(in amino acids) of the two sequences. An algorithm will
then search paths through the n x m matrix to find the
optimal scoring alignment, each path being characterized
with a score. If there are several possible paths, the choice of
one path will depend mainly on the choice of several para-
meters such as the scoring matrices and the gap penalties.
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3.2. The Needleman and Wunsch Algorithm

To obtain the optimal global alignment between two
sequences allowing gaps, one can use a dynamic programm-
ing algorithm as the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm[30].
This algorithm is the most primary used to compute a global
alignment between two sequences [30]. It is a matter of
simple application of the strategy of the "best-path" using
the concept of the dotplot like starting point. The results
will then be interpreted computationally [30]. In this
approach, the idea is to build up an optimal alignment using
previous solutions used for optimal alignments of smaller
subsequences. The greatest number of possible matches is
defined between two sequences constructing a matrix M
indexed by i and j, one proceed then to fill the matrix from
top left to bottom right. At each step, the movement from
one cell of the matrix towards another one is either a
diagonal (two residues superposed in the final alignment) or
a vertical or horizontal move, that correspond to an indel
(insertion/deletion). Needleman and Wunsch proposed a path
offering a maximum of matches, but the more efficient
version was introduced by Gotoh in 1982 [31].

3.3. The Smith-Waterman Algorithm

When it is suspected that two protein sequences can share
a common domain, we must look for the best alignment just
between subsequences of these proteins [25]. The highest

scoring alignment of subsequences is the best local
alignment. It is also usually the most sensitive way to detect
a similarity between two very divergent sequences. In fact,
only a part of the sequence has been under strong enough
selection to preserve detectable similarity. The rest of the
sequence will have accumulated so much noise through
mutations that it is no longer possible to align [32]. The
algorithm used to find optimal local alignments is a simple
modification of the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm
described in the previous section [32]. There are two main
differences: First, in each cell in the matrix, one more
possibility is added allowing M(i, j) to take the value 0 if all
other options have value less than 0. When the score drops
to 0, extension of path is terminated and a new one can start
up. The second main change is that when an alignment end
anywhere in the matrix, we are looking for the highest value
of M(i,j) of the matrix, and restart the back-tracking from
there. There can be many individual paths bounded by
regions poorly matching. From these paths, those with the
highest score are reported as the optimal local alignment.

3.4. Gap Penalty Input : Parameters or Output Result ?

Insertion or deletion of some residues, essentially in
loops, involves that similar regions aligned are shifted by
several positions (20 or 30 residues) in the sequences [25].
Additionally, a whole domain may be missing in one of the
sequences, as alignment could be shifted by 200 or 300

Fig. (1). Factor loadings for the first two factors of a principal component analysis performed on the following matrix: 48,121 lines
represent segments defined from a set of 78 sequences of known structure (82) and 140 columns represent the micro-environment of
each segment (helix, strand, loop, and 3 levels of exposition to solvent), and the alignment score obtained for 134 matrices. A zoom
on the right details the score matrix classification obtained. .Matrices are grouped in families, and results show that PAM is more
efficient to align exposed helices and BLOSUM to align buried beta-sheets. Generalist matrices show intermediate performances (79).
As show this 2D scatterplot, well known matrix families were re-formed according to our criteria, and we point out that other families
were more efficient in some specificity zones and less in others.
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residues [25]. In alignment outputs, gaps are inserted to
compensate these indels, and are in fact the expected result of
alignment algorithms. Similar sequences of exactly the same
length do not need gaps neither alignment. But gaps have no
structural meaning and criteria to evaluate the gap cost are
essentially empirical [7]. Higher the number of gaps, higher
the similarity between the residues aligned and more dubious
the structural meaning of the result [33].

To limit the number of gaps, the alignment score is
reduced by a factor that depends on the gap penalty parameter
[7]. Although a number of strategies have been proposed for
penalizing gaps, the most common formulation involves a
fixed deduction for introducing a gap plus an additional
deduction proportional to the length of the gap. This is
governed by two main parameters [34]:

The opening gap penalty (G) is a penalty for the initiation
of the gap in a sequence. A larger opening gap penalty can
result in more significant matches and will result in to give a
good alignment without many gaps.

The gap extension penalty (L) is applied for increasing an
already existing gap by one residue. As well as in the
opening gap penalty case, increasing an extension gap
penalty may increase the significance of the match.

For a gap of a given length, the total score reduction
would be G + Ln where n is the length of the gap [34].
Unfortunately, the selection of gap parameters is highly
empirical and many alignment algorithms depend on a gap
weighting parameter, which determines the number and
length of gaps by introducing a gap cost for initiating and
extending gaps. So, the expected result becomes a governing
input parameter; and there is little theory to support the
choice of any particular set of values. This is exactly as if a
statistical program was asking to the user what difference
between means he wants before performing a t test.

Of course, an alignment result hardly depends of these
empirical parameters and therefore few programs evaluate the
reliability of a given solution [7]. So, the user may just use
the default parameters, or can perform several runs and
choose the output ‘that looks better’, for lack of rational
discriminating criteria. A careful discussion about “gap
penalties” can be found in a review of Vingron & Waterman
[7]. The main problem with progressive global alignments
like ClustalW [35,36] is probably that it is possible to
assign a different weight to gaps, each set-up leading to a
different result.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1. Statistical Measures of Alignment Significance

Now that we know how to obtain an alignment, how can
we estimate the significance of this alignment and its score?
Is it important to determine whether its score is high
enough? How to decide if it is a biologically meaningful
alignment giving evidence for a homology, or simply the
best alignment between several unrelated sequences ? There
are several approaches to tackle this topic [37]. The Bayesian

technique is based on the comparison of different models. A
second approach is based on a statistical approach [38] by
calculating the chance of having a match score greater than
the observed one. This way considers significance in several
situations [39]. To determine if an alignment is statistically
significant we can do a permutation test.

(a). Rearranging residues by random in one or all sequences.

(b). Aligning the new permuted sequences.

(c). Marking the scores obtained for this alignment.

Repeating these steps a large number of times, generates
a distribution of alignment scores that could be expected for
the randomly rearranged sequences [38]. Then, we can look
at the distribution of the maximum of N match scores of
independent random sequences. If the probability of this
maximum being greater than the observed best score is
small, the observation can be considered as significant [40].

In accordance with Doolittle's rule for protein sequences,
more than 25% identity will suggest homology, less than
15% would be doubtful [18] and for those cases between 15-
25% identity, a hard statistical argument would be required
[39]. However, percentage of identity is defined after
alignment and hardly depends on the method and its set-up
[35]. When alignment is over-gapped, similarity is over-
estimated. Any standard program will produce a statistical
index indicating the level of confidence that should be
attached to an alignment.

Our laboratory developed a program called MATCH-
BOX [41-43] that includes sequence alignment tools based
on strict statistical thresholds of similarity between protein
segments. MATCH-BOX is organized in two main
programs: the first one, EXPLORE, being dedicated to
pairwise similarity analysis, the second one, ALIGN (see
5.1.2), being dedicated to sequence alignment. EXPLORE
scans the pairwise similarity between sequences, and tests
their significance (see Fig. 2 and Table 1). Randomization of
the sequence is used to check if the similarity between the
sequences departs from the one expected by chance in
unrelated sequences. If it is not the case, subsequent align-
ment is meaningless. Sequences are also plotted in a plane of
factor analysis, in order to delineate relevant subgroup of
sequences to align. To prepare homology modeling,
sequence diverging from the couple target/ template should
be removed. On the opposite, to detect conserved residues
potentially implied in the protein function, too redundant
sequences should be purged and the widest variety of related
sequences conserved. EXPLORE is really an alternative way
to consider significance in such situations. By way of
example, we related in the bibliography below several of
these situations which EXPLORE proved to be crucial in
considering the significance [44-50].

4.2. Confidence is a Critical Evaluation Criterion

Test cases with proteins of known structure allow the
definition of structurally conserved regions (SCR) to
evaluate the performances of alignment algorithms [24]. To
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test prediction reliability of several multiple alignment
methods, our laboratory defined an evaluation of algorithm
performances based on two criteria: “power” (sensitivity) and
“confidence” (selectivity), with confidence and power
negatively correlated [9]. These criteria evaluate false
negative as well as false positive in aligned positions. For a
given ‘truth’ (based on structure alignment), let say 100

aligned positions in the structure, the power computes the
part of the truth found in the solution (i.e. for 80 correct
positions: power = 80%). Reciprocally, the confidence
computes the part of the solution that is true (i.e. 80 correct
positions, for 400 aligned positions in the structure: confi-
dence = 20%). Power and confidence are logically inversely
related: each effort to extend the part of the truth detected,
i.e. thresholds softening, consequently increases the noise
and lower the confidence. It is important to evaluate the
performances of different methods not only in terms of
power, but also in terms of confidence [9] (see Fig. 3).

Molecular biologists do not seem adequately aware of the
risk of error in alignments. Evaluations of alignment
methods quite never take into account the confidence as a
performance. This biased evaluation reinforces the tendency
in getting algorithms more sensitive but less selective, and
generates a high rate of false positive results.

4.3. Test Cases for the Evaluation of Alignment
Performances

To evaluate any alignment algorithms, we need a large
number of accurate reference alignments [9]. So, this
reference can be considered as true and used as test cases.
Absolute comparisons between power and confidence rates
can be achieved only for a given set of test cases and for a
given definition of what has to be found (i.e. the truth). To
evaluate power and confidence requires to define similar
regions in a set of related sequences of known structure [9].
Only this region of reference allows the computing of under-
and over-estimations in sequence alignments. A test case

Fig. (2). Cumulated frequency distribution of the distance between short segments before (diamond) and after (squares) random
shuffling of the residues (Explore from Match-Box server). x-axis represents the class of distance between 9-residue segments
computed from the current score matrix (by default: Blosum62). Frequency of matches is computed for each class and cumulated.
Then the SUM+1 transformed in LOG10 (y-axis). The distance between the two curves, if any, represents the deviation of the
similarity between sequences from randomness. When the curves are superimposed, the subsequent alignment is meaningless.

Table 1. The Reliability Score Shown in Figure 3 is Linearly
Related to the Averaged OBSERVED Confidence in
Structure Alignments. For Each Value of the Reliabi-
lity Score and the Averaged Observed Confidence
are Reported. Results are Expressed in % Confidence
(Correctly Predicted/Total Aligned Positions) are
Computed on 4900 Aligned Positions (23)

Predicted Confidence Score Observed Confidence Average

1 100

2 98

3 91

4 86

5 79

6 72

7 65

8 58

9 51
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Fig. (3). Diagram representing the concept of power and confidence. Let us consider a jar containing light and dark cells, and results of
independent essays to separate them placed in test-tubes, the goal being to keep only the dark cells. The power (x-axis) is the ratio
between the number of light cells found in a test-tube and the total number of light cells in the jar (i.e.: n=10). The confidence (y-axis)
is the ratio between the number of light cells found in a test-tube and the total number of cells in this test-tube. When similarity
between sequences drops, alignment methods generate either high confidence with low power (up left) or high power with low
confidence (bottom right).

requires several sequences sharing significant structural
similarities despite of low sequence homology. To test
multiple sequence alignment algorithms, at least 3 sequences
must be included in the tests. Once the structural alignment
is obtained and converted into sequence alignment, the
simplest criterion is to consider as correctly aligned the
whole non-gapped region [51], e.g. all the positions

occupied by a residue in all the sequences. This definition
appears to be not restrictive enough, because the conserved
regions are generally limited to the core of the protein, and
alignment of residues of variable loops is not always
relevant. A second possible criterion would be to consider as
structurally conserved the secondary structures conserved in
the whole set of sequences [24]. However, border effects and
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the loose definition of coils limit these regions to the middle
of helices and beta strands. Finally, the RMS distance
computed between segments of protein considers not only
the highly conserved helices and strands but also highly
conserved loops and turns [52]. The RMS distance represents
the residual mean square between the corres-ponding
backbone atoms, generally C-Cα-N (sometimes limited to
Cα, sometimes extended to oxygen), after optimal
superimposition (minimized distance). However, the RMS
obtained after a global superimposition of the structure is
enable to delineate regions of relevant structural similarities
between divergent but clearly homologous protein sequences
as defined by Chothia & Lesk [53]. The 'best' truth is thus
defined as short regions structurally superimposed according
to a RMS threshold [54].

To perform analysis of multiple alignment performance
on a large set of test cases, Briffeuil et al. defined the truth
using a RMS threshold of 2.5 Å. When working at the limit
of the twilight zone with completely different approaches, he
noted a ceiling at about 70% of power for several alignment
methods [9].

5. MULTIPLE ALIGNMENT

The main aim of multiple alignment is to show the
underlying relationships between proteins, for a better
comprehension of the evolution of these proteins [55].
Multiple alignments must usually be inferred from primary
sequences alone [25]. Instead of examining a single protein,
one can look at a family of related proteins to see how
evolutionary pressures and biological economy have
combined to produce new proteins having slightly different
yet related functions. Manual multiple alignment is very
tedious and automatic methods are today an important topic
in computational biology [34]. A computational problem to
provide a multiple alignment is the calculation time that will
grow as Nm, where m is the number of sequences [56,57].
For this reason, computer-time accessible methods are
widely fundamentally based on pairwise comparisons of
sequences or segments [58-60] or on an alignment of
sequence with a consensus [61]. Essentially, there are two
main perspectives on the construction of alignments: the first
approach is guided by the comparison of similar strings of
amino acid residues [3]; the second results from comparison
is at the level of secondary or tertiary structure, where
alignment positions are determined on the basis of structural
equivalence. Now, we review a set of different representative
methods employed to carry out the multiple alignment.

5.1. Common Multiples Alignments Method

5.1.1. Progressive Methods

The progressive method is probably the most commonly
used approach in the field of multiple sequence alignment
[62]. The main idea of this method is to construct a
succession of pairwise alignments. First, two sequences are
chosen and aligned by standard pairwise alignment and this
alignment is fixed. Then, a third sequence is chosen and
aligned to the first alignment. This process is iterated until

all sequences have been aligned. The iterative process
compares the string with the smallest distance with any of
the strings already in the multiple alignment [62].

This strategy was introduced by several authors [58,63-
67]. A same fundamental approach is expressed by different
original algorithms :

- to choose the order to perform the alignment

- to build up single growing alignment or whether
subfamilies on a tree structure

- to align and score sequences or alignments against existing
alignments

Progressive alignment is a heuristic method: the most
similar pairs of sequences are aligned first and it does not
separate the process of scoring an alignment from the
optimization algorithm.

The main advantage of the progressive strategy is that it
is fast and efficient, and that it leads in many cases to a
reasonable alignment. The main disadvantages of this
approach are “the gap parameters” problem and of course that
the subalignments are really frozen [58,68]. Moreover, early
alignments are never thrown back: any mistakes made in
intermediate pairwise alignments will be spread on the
further steps, excepted if using an iterative refinement such
as the Gotoh approach [69].

Clustal

The Clustal is one widely used implementation of
profile-based progressive multiple alignment. Based on the
idea of progressive alignment, in much the same way as the
Feng-Doolittle method except for its carefully tuned use of
profile alignment methods. CLUSTALW [35] succeeded an
earlier popular program, CLUSTALV [70]. The Clustal
method profits from the fact that the similarity between
sequences are probable to be evolutionarily related.

From a set of sequences, CLUSTALW calculates a series
of pairwise alignments scores (comparing each sequence one
another), and convert them to two distances. From the
distances by a neighbor-joining clustering algorithm,
CLUSTALW builds a guide tree, which can be weighted to
favor closely related sequences [68] and progressively align
at nodes in order of decreasing similarity (using sequence-
sequence, sequence-profile, profile-profile). In addition to the
customary methods of profile construction and alignment,
several additional heuristics of CLUSTALW contribute to
increase its performances:

On one hand, the sequences can be weighted to
compensate for biased representation in large sub-families.
Its profile scoring function is a simply sum-of-pairs where as
with Carrillo-Lipman [71], the sequences can be weighted to
compensate for the defects of the sum-of-pairs. The scoring
matrix is chosen on the basis of the similarity expected of
the alignment; closely related sequences and distant
sequences are aligned with different matrices (e.g.
BLOSUM8O, BLOSUM50).
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On the second hand, to accommodate the divergences of
sequences, it will undoubtedly be obligatory to insert gaps.
In 1994, Thompson et al. described ClustalW using the
positioning of residues to control the introduction of gaps
into sequences that are more distant [72]. The specific
position of gap-open penalties are multiplied by a modifier
relating to the residues observed at this position. These
penalties were calculated from gap frequencies observed in a
large set of structural alignments. Generally, hydrophobic
residues (which are more likely to be buried) give higher gap
penalties than hydrophilic or flexible residues (which are
more likely to be surface-accessible). This gap-open penalties
are also decreased if the position is spanned by a segment of
five or more consecutive hydrophilic amino acids Therefore
ClustalW allows gap penalty so that gaps are preferentially
opened in the less well conserved regions (typically surface
loops). Now, the opening and the extension gap penalties are
also both increased if there are no gaps in a column but
nearby in the alignment so that to force all the gaps to occur
in the same places in this alignment.

This empirical approach, even sometimes operational,
remains questionable and should be cross-referred by
additional information such as experimental evidences.

MultAlin

MultAlin computes a multiple alignment from a set of
related sequences. In 1988, Corpet described this method in
"Multiple sequence alignment with hierarchical clustering",
[73]. This method is based on a conventional dynamic-
programming method of pairwise alignment. A hierarchical
clustering of the sequences is performed with a scoring
matrix. The closest sequences are aligned creating sets of
aligned sequences. After, this first alignment all sequences
are aligned in one set. All the pairwise alignments included
in the multiple alignment form another matrix that is used to
produce a hierarchical clustering. If it is different from the
first one, iteration of the process can be performed. The
process continues until the score converge on a equivalent
value, whereupon we have the final multiple sequence
alignment.

PileUp

The PileUp method creates multiple sequence alignment
using a similar simplification of the progressive alignment
method of Feng and Doolittle [59]. The method also begins
with the pairwise alignment of the two most similar
sequences, and then performs a cluster hierarchy of the
aligned sequences. Before alignment, a tree or a simple
ordering represent the clustering relationship. The final
alignment is achieved by several pairwise alignments
including increasingly dissimilar sequences and clusters,
until all sequences have been included in the final pairwise
alignment. PileUp can plot the calculated dendrogram so that
you can see the order of the pairwise alignments that created
the final alignment.

Multiple Alignment Program (MAP)

MAP is another widely used multiple global alignment
program. The fundamental algorithm of MAP uses an
iterative pairwise approach to align two sequences. MAP

computes a best overlapping alignment between two
sequences without penalizing gaps. Moreover, long internal
gaps in short sequences are not strongly penalized. Thus
MAP is good to produce an alignment where there are long
terminal or internal gaps in some sequences. The MAP
program is designed in a space-efficient manner; so long
sequences can be aligned [74].

Pattern-Induced Multi-sequence Alignment (PIMA)

PIMA performs a multiple alignment of a set of
(presumably related) sequences using an extension of our
covering pattern construction algorithm [75,76]. All pairwise
comparisons between sequences in the set are performed and
the resulting scores clustered into one or more families using
two different linkage rules: “maximal linkage” [75] and
“sequential branching” [76].

All pairwise scores are sorted high-to-low, the first
sequence from the highest scoring pair is chosen as the
"reference sequence", and the sequences clustered based
strictly on the order of similarity to the reference sequence.
Each cluster is then multiply aligned using a pattern-based
alignment algorithm. Patterns are constructed using one of
two extended amino acid alphabets. If secondary structure
sequences are provided for one or more of the primary
sequences (one of which must be designated as a "reference
sequence") then the sequences are clustered using the
sequentially branching rule and the set multiply aligned
using a secondary structure dependent gap penalty algorithm.

5.1.2. Local Alignment

There are cases where several sequences share a similar
region but are otherwise completely different [42]. For
example, the amino acids in the active site of an enzyme or
transcription factor binding sites in a DNA sequence. To
handle these cases, local multiple alignment algorithms have
been developed [34]. Usually they only look for ungapped
alignments, avoiding the problem to choose the optimal gap
penalty. Indeed, the local alignment maximizes similarity of
aligned fragments [41] and most local alignment methods do
not allow gaps. The local similarities are measured between
the partial sequences and the alignment is generated in which
gaps are results not an input parameter.

Match-Box

At the beginning of the nineties, Depiereux and
Feytmans developed a general protein sequence alignment
methodology called Match-Box for detecting a priori
unknown common structural and functional regions using
two main programs, EXPLORE (see 4.1) and ALIGN
[41,42,77]. Align is an original algorithm for simultaneous
alignment using a fundamentally new way to match similar
regions. The alignment is performed on all the sequences
simultaneously, and the algorithm detects those regions that
form a set of similar profiles and regardless of gap
weighting. Complete matches are formed by segments more
similar than expected by random, according to a given
probability limit. An automatic screening delineates all the
similar regions (boxes) that may be defined for a given
maximal shift between the sequences. Align converges to the
optimal solution with respect to objective statistical criteria,
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building the alignment from boxes that have a very low
probability to be observed by chance. Match-Box does not
provide any alignment when sequences are unrelated. Many
other methods align sequences from the first to the last
residue, but Align clearly delineates the regions of the
sequences that are aligned and the ones that are not. The
reliable conserved regions outlined by Match-Box are
particularly relevant for homology modeling of protein
structures, prediction of essential residues for site directed
mutagenesis and oligonucleotides design for cloning
homologous genes by polymerase chain reaction. The Match-
Box software differs from other classical alignment methods
that provide a nearly optimal solution [9] by provided a
score of confidence that is computed for each aligned
position (see Fig. 4). This score has been shown to be
linearly related to the confidence observed when aligning
regions of test proteins superimposed according to the RMS
criterion described above [9].

Dialign

DIALIGN is a method for multiple alignment developed
by Morgenstern et al. [78,79]. Its algorithm constructs
pairwise and multiple alignments by comparing whole
segments of the sequences instead of a traditional
comparison of each residue. Pairwise as well as multiple
alignments are constructed from gap-free pairs of equal
length segments. These segment pairs are called 'diagonals'.
Therefore DIALIGN does not use any gap penalty, thus
avoiding this critical parameter. Once a diagonal is included
into the alignment, it is fixed and cannot be removed at a
later stage of the algorithm. Diagonals are not sorted
according to their weights, but rather according to so-called
overlap weights where motifs occurring in more than two
sequences are preferred to motifs occurring in only two
sequences [78]. This approach is especially efficient and

suited to detect a local homology and works reasonably
efficiently in terms of computing time and memory [79].

PROBE

Probe is a program to create and refine iteratively a
multiple sequence alignment. Probe carries out a transitive
search while determining which sequences are interrelated.
For example, if a pairwise alignment show that sequences A
and B are related, and a second alignment show that
sequence B and C are related, then sequences A and C must
be related even if a pairwise alignment between A and C
failed to show directly the relationship. And thus, Probe
performs a large number of BLAST [28]. During the
assembly of this collection of related sequences, a series of
alignments and realignments are carried out until the
alignment cannot be improved anymore. Then, another stage
of search in data base starts to find related sequences that
were missed at the time of the first pass. PROBE carries out
these stages until convergence of the results. It is a critical
stage if a false positive contaminates the previous search. In
general, PROBE can erase the putative false positives from
the data during the subsequent iterations by a process called
« jackknife » [80]. This provides a reliable measure of
statistical significance (E-value). PROBE is currently
employed to build a comprehensive data base database of
protein alignment. Nevertheless, PROBE uses a heuristic
method and it will not find exactly the same one alignment
with various random seeds [81].

5.2. Other Multiples Alignments Approaches, Using
Hidden Markov Models, Genetic Algorithm and
Bayesian Statistics

The majority of automatic multiple alignments are now
carried out using the “progressive” approach or variations on

Fig. (4). Alignment between lysozyme and alpha-lactalbumin discussed by McKenzie and Whites (93) and here aligned by Match-
Box. Below each aligned position a score from 1 to 9 estimates the statistical significance of the alignment at this position. Lower the
score is, higher is the reliability of the alignment. A score of 5 corresponds to a level of similarity of equal occurrence in related and
unrelated sequences.
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it. There are some main alternatives to progressive
alignment. These approaches have the advantage that their
alignment is really (or closely) the best by some criterion.
That is why many bioinformatics groups have adopted
alternatives to progressive alignment such as Hidden Markov
models (HMMs), Genetic Algorithms (Gas) or Bayesian
statistic to resolve the multiple sequence alignment
problems. The first category is a format of probabilistic form
of statistical models of protein structure consensus called
profiles [82]. One of the best introduction to the subject was
described by Rabiner in 1989 [83]. The second category
consists in a optimization methods to mimic the biological
evolution. The Bayesian Statistic is a kind of approach that
allows to bypass the substantial problem of parameter
selection (scoring matrix and gap penalty).

One of these main approaches uses hidden Markov
models which are stochastic models composed of a large
number of interconnected states, with for each state an
observable output symbol [84] (see Fig. 5). Symbol
emission probabilities are the probabilities of emitting each
possible symbol from a state. This state sequence is
"hidden" and only the symbol sequence it is emitting is
observable [83]. State transition probabilities are the
probabilities of moving from the current state to a new state
using stochastic distribution determined by the state of the
hidden Markov chain. HMM can simultaneously find an
alignment and a probability model of substitutions,
insertions and deletions, which is most self-consistent. The
most probable path to align a sequence to a profile HMM is
found by the Viterbi algorithm. And to build a multiple
alignment requires the calculation for each individual
sequence a Viterbi alignment [85]. Residues aligned to the
same profile HMM match state are aligned in columns. At
the present time, many multiple alignment methods are
using hidden Markov models in their approach. For
example, meta-MEME [86], HMMER [87], or Gibbs [88].

More basic introductions to HMMs include good reviews
[84,89,90]. Another approach that we have not yet discussed
here is algorithms using a stochastic optimization methods
such as simulated annealing. Gibbs sampling algorithm
described in 1993 by Lawrence et al. [88] is a short
ungapped model which is essentially a profile HMM with no
insert or delete states (very successfully applied to find the
best local multiple alignment block with no gaps) [86,91] or
genetic algorithms (GAs).

Genetic Algorithms were described in 1987 by Goldberg
[92] and then used in the context of multiple alignment
because they are able to find an optimal multiple alignment
in reasonable time using a population of potential
possibilities which evolve by natural selection [92]. In the
beginning, generation zero alignment is randomly created
from the sequences to align. By several types of natural
selection (called operator), a next generation is derived from
the generation zero. Thus to create this generation, an
operator is selected and could be a crossover (mixing the
contents of the two parental sequences), gap insertion, block
shuffling, rearrangement or a mutation. The method involves
a population of alignments in quasi the same way of
evolutionary and gradually increases the suitability of the
population. This approach can be used for the multiple
alignment problem. For example, SAGA uses an automatic
strategy to control 22 different dynamically optimized
operators for combining alignments [93]. Unfortunately, the
number of possible alignments that must be scored in order
to choose the best one becomes astronomical for more than
four or five sequences of reasonable length [93].

Another approach to parameter estimation is to choose
the mean of posterior distribution as the estimate, rather than
the maximum value. This approach is part of a field of
statistic called Bayesian [94]. Bayesian approach seeks to
extract scene information to obtain an estimate [94]. In the

Fig. (5). Outline of a standard linear HMM where each node has a match state (square), insert state (diamond) and delete state (circle).
Each sequence uses a series of these states to traverse the model from start to end.
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multiple sequence alignment domain, Bayesian inference
algorithm which returns the posterior distribution of all
alignments considering all range of gapping and scoring
matrices selected, weighing each in proportion to its
probability based on the data [95]. A problem with the
Bayesian approach is computational complexity [96].

MSA

The MSA program uses a clever algorithm for reducing
the volume of the multidimensional dynamic programming
matrix. The Carrillo & Lipman algorithm [71] was
implemented in MSA [97]. Carrillo & Lipman assume a
“sum of pairs” scoring system for residues and gaps [71].
The score of a multiple alignment is the sum of the scores of
all pairwise alignments defined by the multiple alignment. A
first bound is produced during this stage. Weights are
usually applied to this value to produce the lower bound
used by the program. Next a heuristic alignment is produced
for the sequences. This heuristic alignment is produced by a
procedure similar to progressive pairwise approach outlined
above. Generally speaking, MSA will produce better
alignments than most multiple sequence alignment programs
such as Clustal [72] or PileUp. The disadvantage of MSA is
that it requires an enormous amount of both computer time
and memory (particularly for distantly related sequences) and
directly correlated to the sequence lengths and the number of
sequences [85]. All of these problems approached the limits
of the problems that can be solved optimally by the MSA
program.

6. PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSIONS

Several papers have systematically tested the accuracy of
different multiple alignment methods against structurally or
manually generated alignments [9,69,98]. Another
benchmark for the alignment methods was developed by
Julie D. Thompson to evaluate several local and global
multiple alignment programs [51]. The results of this study
suggest that the reference alignments used as test cases
affects the performance of alignments programs and not all of
the alignment methods react in the same manner to the
different problems presented in those test cases [51]. Our
conclusions are confirmed by the work of Julie Thompson
that should allow users select the most suitable technique
according to their requirements in terms of selectivity and
sensitivity and depending on the set of sequences to be
aligned. Each aligned set of sequences consists of technique
according to their requirements in terms of selectivity and
sensitivity, depending on the set of sequences to be aligned.

Our laboratory regularly tests prediction reliability of
several multiple alignment local and global methods in
terms of power and confidence. Our best set of tests is
composed of manually refined structural alignments of 20
families of related proteins with low levels of identity [9].
Tests confirm that any powerful method remains reliable
when the rate of identity decreases. More interestingly,
results clearly show that for only some methods power and
confidence decrease linearly with the rate of identity, while
others emphasize reliability at the cost of lowered power.

6.1. Additional Information

Several algorithms have been designed to predict protein
secondary structure [25]. The algorithms are based on
different approaches and the programs achieve different
accuracies (information is coming from a single residue, of a
single sequence; Local interactions are taken into account;
Information coming from homologous sequences is
incorporated). PHD [99], one of the most popular software
for protein secondary structure prediction is composed of
several cascading neural networks previously trained on
proteins of known structures [100]. PHD may generate its
own alignment with the submitted sequence [101,102].
Direct comparison of secondary structure prediction with
classical alignment often allows to delineate more accurately
structurally conserved regions. Some experiences have shown
that the best way to improve alignment is to add information
[24]: advanced alignment researches strive for incorporating
secondary structure predictions in sequence alignment
algorithms [103] or even solvent accessibility predictions
[104].

Increasing the number of related sequences included in
the alignment may either improve or decrease the quality of
the predictions substantially [9]. For some methods, the gain
in power or in confidence is quite systematic; for others, the
effect of the addition of homologous sequences is highly
unpredictable.

Also, extracting the consensus between several methods
increases significantly the overall confidence of the
predictions [9,105].

6.2. Limits of Interpretation and Clues to Operate

Precautions in handling different methods and time
devoted to bioinformatics study hardly depend on the goal of
the prediction [25]. A first guess of the possible function of
an unknown sequence is obtained by running a simple
BLAST [28]. To get a topological model requires a reliable
prediction of secondary structure [105]. To locate residue
potentially implied in the function of a given protein family
requires robust multiple alignment. To build a 3-D model by
homology below 30% of identity requests a very careful
pairwise alignment [106].

More the bench work based on the rational design carried
out in silico is consequent, more is the user concerned by the
risk of false positive result. Is it really sensible to content
oneself with one hour handling different tools on the Internet
and selecting the result “that looks better” when site directed
mutagenesis engaged to test the hypotheses takes one year?

Hereafter we sum up some clues resulting from several
unfortunate experience of hurried data miners:

- The program will produce some statistical value indicating
the level of confidence that should be attached to an
alignment. For example, in pairwise comparisons for
database searching where the statistics quoted are probability
(p) or expected frequency (E) values. However, data mining
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in large databases generates oversampling, devaluating the
statistical inference.

The 'p-value' relates the score returned for an alignment to
the likelihood of its occurrence by chance only. For a given
event, i.e. the occurrence of "conserved" sequence motif, of
probability about 0.0001, an extensive research on about
10,000,000 of segments of length 10 would generate about
1000 false positive hits!

In BLAST [28] the Expect value (E-value) describes the
number of hits one can 'expect' to see by chance (in other
words noise) when searching a database of a particular size.

- Moreover, gap insertion will considerably raise the number
of possibilities and consequently the risk of false positive
results [51]. Number of identities between unrelated
sequences may be raised up to 60% by allowing intensive
gap insertion. “Swiss cheese” alignments of motives, even
impressive according to identical aligned residue, suffer of a
quite low predictive significance.

- Percentage of identity is a very widespread criteria to
characterize ranges of protein similarity and consequently of
methods reliability. However, few users are aware of the fact
that this statistic is computed after alignment, and hence
hardly depends on the method and set-up used. Percentage of

similarity is hard to interpret when similarity is not defined,
as it is often the case.

- Any prediction method offers simultaneously a low rate of
false negative and positive result [9]. Performances of
alignment methods (see Fig. 6), averaged on a range of
similarities between sequences, reach up to 80% of power
and a little less than 70% of confidence for ClustalW [9,25],
or 65% power and 85% of confidence for Match-Box [9,43],
which remains still today the most trustful of the multiple
alignment methods tested by us. When the percentage of
identity falls below 20%, confidence drops to 30% (50% of
confidence means that one aligned position over two is
unduly aligned) [9]. In a recent test on beta strand prediction
of porins [105] performances of different methods of
secondary structure prediction [99,105] vary from 52% to
94% for confidence and from 20% to 80% for power. For a
given method, the range is comparable for different proteins
of the test set.

- Even though programs such as Probe carries out a transitive
search while determining which sequences are interrelated,
similarity is not mathematically a transitive operator. By
chaining effect, a similarity deduced from another similarity
might be not relevant at all. A set of sequences often
includes outsiders that interfere with the analysis, in
particular for local alignment methods. Also, annotations

Fig. (6). Recent test of alignment methods performances. A given 'truth' (4900 aligned positions) is defined from local RMS (see text)
computed on 20 families of structures of low sequence similarity. The power (x-axis) represents the part of the truth (%) aligned by
the program and the confidence, (y-axis) the part of the alignment that is true. Seven methods are tested: prrp [64], ClustalW [33],
Dialign [44,45], Multalin [38], saga [58], Match-Box [14,15], Map [96]. Match-Box is represented by two points, according to the
level of confidence taken into account: all aligned positions (MB2) or positions of score ≤ 5 (MB1). Results show that methods peak
up at an average of about 70% confidence. The only way to raise confidence - at lower power price- is to limit the reading to most
reliable prediction (MB1).
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found in database are often roughly deduced from automatic
similarities and non-interpretable.

- Sequence similarity provides no evidence of functional
similarity [106]. For example, proteins between 10 and 20%
of identity share, in average, structural similarity (80%),
similar enzymatic function (50%), similar binding site (35%)
[106].

- Running different methods and building consensus
considerably raises the reliability of results [9,109]. A
confidence score may be deduced from the number of
methods leading to the same prediction. Inversely, clashing
results occur in unpredictable situations.

- Reliable pairwise alignments are often tricky to obtain.
They should be extracted from multiple alignment, or from
consensus of several multiple alignment methods [109].
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